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This War Mine is a war simulation game that will immerse players in a dark and fearsome atmosphere of survival. The user will have to fight for his life, limited to a small number of eating and drinking and being alone with the enemy. A feature of the game is that you will need to play immediately for
several characters. Day should perform a small task - to collect different objects to sift through the mountains of garbage to build different objects. Followed by a deep night and the user chooses who will sleep and who will go to the field of training – in fact, there is hidden the most useful elements and
resources. But you have to beware of enemies — they can be anywhere. You can also interact with nearby houses and share ammunition with other survivors. The game is filled with interesting twists on the plot. Making decisions in different situations, the player affects the game and history. You need to
consider every step, and sometimes even sacrifice the survivors, for the sake of the main goal. Dynamic simulation This war mine - a sample of military strategy that you need to try each. This War Mine (MOD Unlocked All) is a survival game from 11 little publisher studios. It's a game that was released in
2014 on the computer and has attracted significant attention from the gaming community. So far, this game has been developed on the Android platform to reach more people. Although the game takes place in the war, this time he does not play as a soldier, but instead is a civilian. All these games have a
common function that simulates a devastating war. The game will show you how cruel the war has affected innocent people. They must suffer the consequences of an unjustified war taking on in their own country. Through this game, you will be given the opportunity to experience life in extreme
circumstances and without any help. Find a way to survive your own abilities, if not, death will find you. Content [ShowHide]Unlike other war games, This War on Mine has a completely different plot. The story consists of the form recorded by reporters interviewing people who spent more than 1,400 days
campaigning for an attack on Sarajevo, the 1990s Yugoslav civil war. Building your own story, it all depends on your actions. The game development team confirmed that the game had no plot. They just create context, everything in the game is created by the player. Your mission is to help your team
survive this harsh situation. All the details in the game are rooted in your actions rather than following a storyline like other games. You will have to survive for a certain period of time in the game. Writing memoirs is a very unique feature. For example, in your group there is a person who is seriously injured
and does not have enough bandages, antibiotics, ... in a few days, the survivors will write a rewrite of what happened. Severe survival factorIn the harsh survival situation of this mine war, you need to collect objects food, medicines and other materials throughout the city. These materials are useful in
manufacturing tools or need for refugees. Against the attack on other refugees At the end of the course. During the war food, the drug was extremely scarce, so you had to calculate and use it appropriately if you want to survive. In addition to the shortage of needs, attention must be paid and care for the
attacks of other refugees. Look for needs in the desolate city, rob people of other people or even steal from the army. Many ways to get food and water. Not only this, but also the weather factor also significantly affects the lives of the members of the group. GraphicsThis My War has hand-drawn graphics
that make a big impression. The power of this design is to make the scene more realistic and closer than ever. Moreover, the main color tone is black and white, which contrasts with the darkness and brutality of a striking world engulfed in chaos. After the war, senseless bombs caused innocent people to
suffer all the consequences. Nothing but the ashes, the black smoke, ... I'm not đặc going to be able to do that, Hess said. From a peaceful city that is now destroyed, tall buildings have suffered many bullets, corpses lying in the street, ... It's like this is a dead city with no signs of life. ConclusionThis war
on mine is an excellent game, ranked 9/10 on Pocket Gamer UK. This game is not funny, but it is worth playing. The war left nothing but blood and tears. This game helps you experience people's lives in the context of war, through which you can find out more about human suffering and pain. The game
has some configuration requirements that the minimum RAM must be 1 GB and the GPU can be Adreno 320, Tegra 3 or PowerVR SGX SGX 544. You can download this game by purchasing the game on Google Play or you can experience the game completely for free via the link below article. Download



this war on mine MOD APK for Android (Latest version) Home»Games»Simulation»This war on mine humanity is the most complicated thing in this world, it has two sides of light and dark. As you face the relentless war you choose to survive or morally? - APKAward.com nature is the most complicated
thing in the world, with both sides of light and darkness. Bit StudPhone, a game developer from Poland, took advantage of this to create a war on mine, a horizontal war game that challenges the bottom line. The gameplay took place in the Bosnian war of 1992-1995, where players did not play well-
prepared soldiers, but innocent refugees who were subjected to relentless fire. If you want to survive this war, you will have to make every attempt to find all the available resources in this shattered city. The game comes from life, system settings close to the real, the game started in a ruinous house, the
player to help the three survivors survive in War. Although the house has been there are some things you need to start the game, select one of the three characters, and click on the palmprint icon in the house to dig up some useful things. These props can be used to make some everyday needs, in view of
the material deficiency, and the game should not start to save the progress of the kit, so that step by step every step of the way, for fear of something wrong. The system of life in the game is very close to reality, over time, survivors will have living needs such as sleeping, eating and drinking. The survivors
are not briefly violent, and if they do not give them food in time, or do not sleep and rest, they will lose temper and flee the home. Even if mood swings occur, every time after robbery, murder, the hero will have a mood of depression in negative emotions, but also only with drinking to worry about solving
psychological problems. Such a realistic set, naturally easier for players to put themselves in the game. The role of different strengths and different choices, the game, the role of choice is very important. During the day, survivors can stay only in the activities of the house, in the evening is the highlight of
the game. When the night comes, the player can sneak into the city to look for deliveries, this time, a reasonable choice to come up with a role will seriously affect the amount of revenue. For example, Katya, a reporter, is good at bargaining and can always buy a large amount of goods at a low price.
Boris, although slowly walking, has more blood and endurance, along with a large backpack of 17, making him a hit Candidate Almost all the unique features of each role, it is easy to see that developers under a lot of effort here, using different combinations of roles, the game or difficulty are very different,
for the game plus points less. There are many areas in the city, every night you can choose only one of the survey, but the map is also very caring, there is something in each area there is a text description. Surviving over morality, or dying rather than the heart, when they enter the city, players have to
make difficult choices over and over again. There are many ways to get supplies in cities, exchange them equally with traders, or sneak into other people's homes and steal supplies. It's a more relaxed choice. Of course, this is not fulfilled at all times, and when it does not have enough to do, you may need
to consider the use of violence. How would you choose? One of the forum's players described what had happened to him: he walked into the room and saw two defenceless pensioners, but he was almost starving, and in order to survive, he had to choose all the deliveries taken away, but when he left, the
two old men still did not respond, they seemed indifferent. After the incident, he blamed finally did, and when he remembered, he would have been annoyed a long time ago. It follows that the game is virtual, but sad emotions actually come true in our hearts. Not alive is not a win, the choice can be more
than one, the player in the game to do everything, will be saved by the system to help survivors survive until the 45th day, the system will be based on the condition of each survivor to complete the sentence. At the same time, players will also appear in this time period, all appearing again in front of the
player. This summary looks like the player is silent about the guilt they have committed, but also allows the player to rethink the wrong behavior, at the moment, can only do it? Every player's choice in the game is subject to moral torment. If you want to survive, you have to resort to all kinds of means, or
you have to starve to death. If you want to help other survivors, you need to pay for materials that are only needed. Then the result will probably help others and die. Or a chaperone. But I'm not the devil, it's all just to survive. Black and white images telling the relentless war, if only from the point of view of
the game, all the games in the game around survival and set, from everyday, everyday needs and tools, material collection, Personnel with different systems blocking, irreplaceable. The main colors on the game screen only black and white, but it is so true that the tragic scene of the war years. Although
this game does not give the player much fun in the gameplay, demand for deliveries blindly occupies most of the game, especially as the last part of the game becomes more and more repetitive. However, the history of the game to allow players to deeply trap in them, and even themselves as a survivor,
people can be described as love and. He warned the world with a pale picture: no matter how strong the war, there will always be a darker figure in the ruins playing bloody nature, helplessly watching the fall of life. Life.
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